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Dear All ~

Thank you so much for your immediate response to our request for assistance!  Most of you
have responded to our request for demo authorization, or let us know what help you need so
that we are able to be ready for demo timely.  Wonderful!

We did begin demo Monday.  It is a careful process in which Bobby's Crack Start Up Team (a
small group of his best) start in an area so they can learn the particulars of our project (this is
brilliant, as every single property has it's own "flavor" and needs).  Once his Start Up Team has a
handle on our particulars, they bring in another team to train and then another, until in short
order we will have upwards of 30 people performing demo in various units at the same time. 
We expect his phase to last roughly 2 weeks, perhaps a bit more. 

While demo occurs, the REAL inspecting (that which gives us our full repair scope)  can follow
along behind them.  We have had Building Consultants and Engineers studying the interior and
exteriors already - checking siding, windows, balconies, decks - all things hat can be seen from
within units and on the ground.  Once drywall is removed, we will be able to see structure and
any storm related issues which may exist there.  This week has seen the beginning of water line
testing (will be complete in roughly a week) and electrical testing (will be complete in
roughly four weeks).  Those will be followed by roof and ac testing. 

So our slow down of last week was thankfully brief and we are back to making real headway. 

Many of you are wondering when a meeting will be held for owners.  The Board is anxious to
arrange this, but we need to time a meeting for when we have more information than questions. 
The testing and inspection begun this week (and progressing for at least another four) will give
us those answers and the Board will set a meeting for owners then.  The Board will be having it's
weekly meeting tomorrow.

You can, of course, call or write any time.  If I am unable to help, we'll find the person who can. 

I know many of you are waiting patiently for the Owner's Private Adjuster Group
recommendation.  Dale WILL have that information for me tomorrow, or I will seek a different
way to secure the best group we can for you.  Please don't think Dale isn't performing - he and
Deidra really are moving mountains for us.  But, like every other catastrophe responder, there is
just a bit more catastrophe nationwide right now than there are those trained to handle them. 
These poor people are just inundated.  We WILL get a PA group for you though.  Not all
adjusters are created equally (grumble, grumble).
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Ok, it's a short one tonight.  Not much new, just wanted you to know we're still here working!

Here is a photo of our first demo (it was still in process when photo was taken), Unit 101 (and I 
don't know why it's sideways):  (webmaster turned it!)

Best ~

Gayle D. Connolly
General Manager
Key Allegro Condominiums
kacamanager@yahoo.com
(361) 774-8888


